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ABSTRACT: This paper discusses the new algorithm to extract only significant information from dynamic news websites. Earlier 
wrapper were used for  extraction  of news but their use is full of complexities because of two reasons-first one is wrapper 
generation and wrapper maintenance.  Our approach uses   triggers  such as AND and OR  to extract only meaningful 
information from  web pages. This approach is applicable to the general types of news RSS feeds and independent of news 
page layout. 
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I. INTRODUCTION: 
Web news article contents extraction is very crucial in 
providing news indexing and searching services. Our aim is 
to get the latest news from dynamic web sites over a long 
period of time. The extraction process include three steps- 
First step is the news sites are crawled to collect the news 
pages. Secondly, the news article contents are extracted 
from news pages. Third step is –required significant 
contents are combined with the help of triggers. In order to 
recognize and extract the parts of news article contents 
from the full text of news pages, wrappers are generated. If 
news sites update the layout of news pages irregularly, then 
the corresponding analysis has to be done again. In this 
paper, we propose an approach to construct an automatic 
web news article content extraction system based on RSS 
feeds.RSS is a family of web feed formats used to   publish 
frequently updated content such as news  headlines. For 
example- Pluck.com. With the help of RSS feeds, we can 
collect the latest  news pages from news RSS FEEDS 
conveniently. We give an efficient algorithm to extract the 
news article contents from the news pages automatically. 
There is also an algorithm to calculate the relevance 
between the news title and each sentence and then use 
AND gate to combine two different sentences. Web feeds 
another name is RSS FEEDS.RSS FEEDS stands for 
Really Simple Syndication. It is used organize headings and 
notices for easy reading.RSS FEEDS allows you to stay up 
to date  with latest updates of news web sites.we can 
subscribe to RSS feeds using  RSS Reader or RSS 
AGGREGATE. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

II. Motivation   and related work 
There are many news web extraction algorithm available 
but they have many faults. for eg - In schema-Guided 
Wrapper Maintenance for web-data Extraction,it includes 
higher cost of maintenance because dynamic content 
present in the websites. Information retrieval helps in 
extracting useful patterns from the log file of the 
server.Application of AI,Statistics alongwith RSS Feeds  
helps in extraction of patterns from complex data.It also 
helps in website management.Since pagerank is the heart 
of google.A web page is assigned a high rank if the sum of 
its backlinks is high.Extension of pagerank algorithm is 
called weighted page rank which is suggested by wenpu 
and Ali Ghorbani. 
  

III.PROPOSED MODEL 

 
FIG.1 PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR EXTRACTION OF 

WEB NEWS ARTICLE. 
 

IV. CODING FOR TRIGGERS IN PYTHON 
LANGUAGE. 
 
class Trigger(object): 
def evaluate(self, story): 

        """ 
Returns True if an alert should be generated 
for the given news item, or False otherwise. 

       """ 
raise NotImplementedError 

 
class WordTrigger(Trigger): 
 
def __init__(self, word): 
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self.word = word.lower() 
  
def isWordIn(self, text): 
 
the_text = text[:] 
 
the_text = the_text.lower() 
 
for i in range(0, len(string.punctuation)): 
 
the_text = string.replace(the_text, string.punctuation[i], ' ') 
 
the_text = the_text.split(' ') 
 
return self.word in the_text 

 
class TitleTrigger(WordTrigger): 
 
def evaluate(self, story): 

        """ 
Returns True if an alert should be generated 
 
for the given news item, or False otherwise. 

       """ 
return self.isWordIn(story.getTitle()) 

  
class SubjectTrigger(WordTrigger): 
 
def evaluate(self, story): 

        """ 
Returns True if an alert should be generated 
 
for the given news item, or False otherwise. 

       """ 
return  

 

V.IMPLEMENTATION 
 

 
 
On comparison with other developed extraction systems, 
our extraction system has the following strong points: 

1. Our extraction system has higher precision   than 
other news extraction algorithms. 

2. Our extraction system does not need any 
maintenance and can be made very easily. 

3. This algorithm has lower complexity than  other 
algorithm. This features makes it simple and 
efficient. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have proposed an effective model to 
realize the automatic news article contents extraction using 
the news RSS feeds. This algorithm extracts  latest 
information from yahoo and google news.Our 
experimentation work shows that this algorithm can extract 
updated news from many countries.It’s  accuracy rate is  
better than other news extraction algorithm.It takes less  
time in comparision to other algorithm.Our future work is to  
bring its accuracy from optimum to best. We will use our 
approach to modify this algorithm even better to get latest 
updated news within minimum span of time. 
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